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As part of the latest collaboration between KFF and The Cook Political Report, this analysis examines
how the coronavirus outbreak is changing voting in the 2020 election. With former Vice President Biden
holding a slight lead over President Trump in Arizona (Biden 45%, Trump 40%), and the race is within the
margin of sampling error in Florida and North Carolina, how many Americans will vote in the 2020
election, especially with strong differences among partisans, may have significant implications on the
narrative of the 2020 election results.

Key Findings


With the coronavirus pandemic changing how many Americans plan to cast their vote, the latest
release from the Sun Belt Voices Project finds that only one in five Arizona voters, and one-third
of N.C. voters (33%) and Florida voters (32%) say they still plan on voting in person on Election
Day.



This poll suggests that many of the last ballots to be counted in North Carolina may be
disproportionately for former Vice President Joe Biden, where mail-in ballots will be accepted up
to three days after Election Day as long as they are postmarked on November 3 rd. Most of those
who plan to vote by mail in Arizona, Florida, and North Carolina say they will be voting for Joe
Biden (AZ: 56%, FL: 64%, N.C.: 71%). Voters who plan to vote in-person on Election Day, on the
other hand, say they plan on casting a ballot for President Trump (AZ: 66%, FL: 60%, N.C.: 66%).



Among those who say they are planning to head to the physical polls in November, about one in
five are worried that voting in person may expose them to coronavirus (10% of voters overall). A
smaller share of Republican voters express concerns about voting in person (9%) compared to
independent (20%) and Democratic voters (38%).



In addition to concerns about exposure to coronavirus, majorities of Arizona, Florida, and N.C.
voters in each of the states say they are worried about various factors that could interfere with
having a fair and accurate 2020 election including voter suppression (AZ: 62%, FL: 62%, N.C.:
65%) and voter fraud (AZ: 56%, FL: 59%, N.C.: 58%). Yet, partisan voters hold very different
views, with most Democratic voters worried about voter suppression and most Republican voters
in Arizona, Florida, and N.C. worried about voter fraud.

Voting During A Pandemic
With the expectation that millions of Americans will cast their votes using mail-in ballots for the first time in
the 2020 election, there has been criticism from the Trump Administration about the validity of voting-bymail while Democrats have raised concerns about potential voter suppression.
Arizona, Florida, and North Carolina are three states in which voters can ask to vote-by-mail due to the
coronavirus outbreak. Arizona has a longer history of voting-by-mail with the state legislature allowing any
Arizona voter to vote-by-mail for any reason as early as 1991. In 2016, 75% of Arizona voters voted by
mail. Florida has had vote-by-mail in place since 2002 but, prior to the coronavirus outbreak, only about
29% of Florida voters chose to cast a mail-in ballot. Mail-in voting has been a contentious issue in North
Carolina, but in June the state legislature passed a bill designed to making voting by mail easier during
the coronavirus pandemic. In 2016, 4% of North Carolina voters voted by mail.

DEMOCRATS AND BIDEN SUPPORTERS PLAN TO VOTE BY MAIL WHILE
REPUBLICANS AND TRUMP SUPPORTERS PLAN TO VOTE IN PERSON
Due to concerns over the spread of COVID-19, voting by mail is expected to account for a large portion of
ballots in November with larger shares of voters nationwide saying they plan to vote by mail.
More than half of Arizona voters (57%) say they plan to vote by mail, as do one-third of Florida voters
(33%) and one in five North Carolina voters (20%). One-third of N.C. voters (33%) and Florida voters
(32%) say they plan to vote in person on Election Day, as do one in five (19%) Arizona voters.
While Arizona and Florida have had “no excuse” absentee or mail-in voting options prior to this year’s
election, mail-in voting is new to many North Carolina voters. Arizona is the only one of these three states
that has had large shares of absentee or vote-by mail records, which is made easier by the state’s
legislation to allow residents able to be put on a permanent vote-by-mail list, as opposed to most states’
requirements that each ballot is applied for, and in N.C.’s case, a witness is required for application.
Among the highest in the country, 75% of Arizona’s ballots were collected early, through absentee or by
mail in the 2016 general election.
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Most Arizona Voters Plan To Vote By Mail, Majorities Of N.C. And
Half Of Florida Voters Will Vote In Person Early Or On Election Day
In the upcoming presidential election, do you plan to vote…?
…in person on
Election Day

Arizona

19%

…in person through
early voting

57%

10%

Florida

32%

North Carolina

33%

…by mail or
absentee ballot

18%

14%

17%

33%

32%

…not sure yet

20%

15%

50%
Figure 1
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Sun Belt Voices Project (conducted Aug. 29-Sept. 13, 2020). See topline for full question wording.

Larger shares of voters choosing to vote by mail or absentee ballot poses challenges for both state
election boards as well as news organizations covering the election night results. While ballots must be
received by the end of Election Day, November 3rd, in both Arizona and Florida, North Carolina ballots
must be postmarked by November 3rd and received by November 6th.
This poll suggests that many of the last ballots to be counted in North Carolina may be disproportionately
for former Vice President Joe Biden. Most in-person Election Day voters say they plan on casting a ballot
for President Trump (AZ 66%; FL 60%; N.C. 66%), while majorities of the voters who say they plan on
voting by mail say they will be voting for Joe Biden (AZ 56%; FL 64%; N.C. 71%). Due to the high
prevalence of mail voting that already exists in Arizona, three in ten voters (31%) who plan on voting by
mail in Arizona say they are voting for President Trump.
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Table 1: Voters In Key Sun Belt States Plan To Cast Their In Person Votes For President Trump,
Mail In Ballots For Joe Biden

Percent who say they are…

“Probably” or
“Definitely” voting for
Joe Biden

“Probably” or
“Definitely” voting for
President Trump

20%

66%

46

46

56

31

27

60

43

50

64

25

24

66

53

41

71

17

…in person on Election
Among Arizona

Day

voters who say

…in person through early
voting

they plan to
vote…

…by mail or absentee
ballot
…in person on Election

Among Florida

Day

voters who say

…in person through early
voting

they plan to
vote…

…by mail or absentee
ballot
…in person on Election
Day

Among North
Carolina voters
who say they plan
to vote…

…in person through early
voting
…by mail or absentee
ballot

Swing voters – those who say they are either probably voting for President Trump or Joe Biden or are
undecided – are less settled on their preferred method of voting which may indicate their reluctance to
vote at all. One-fifth of swing voters in Arizona say they are unsure of how they plan to vote (18%), as are
one-fourth of swing voters in Florida and N.C. (26% and 25%, respectively). This is compared to 11% of
decided voters in Arizona and N.C., and 14% in Florida who say they are unsure.

VOTING IN PERSON
Among those who are choosing to still head to the physical polls in November, about one in five are
worried that voting in person may expose them to the coronavirus (10% of voters overall). Partisans differ
in their worry. While majorities of voters across partisans who say they plan to vote in person are not too
or not at all worried about exposure to coronavirus while doing so, nearly four in ten Democrats say they
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are very or somewhat worried (38%) and one in ten Republicans say the same (9%). Of course, the
decision to vote in person may have taken into account any potential worry.

Larger Shares Of Democrats Planning To Vote In Person Are
Worried About Exposure To COVID-19
AMONG THE 51% OF SUN BELT VOTERS WHO PLAN TO VOTE IN PERSON: How worried are you, if at
all, that you may expose yourself to coronavirus if you vote in person?
Very/Somewhat worried
Total

Democrats
Independents
Republicans

Not too/Not at all worried

20%

80%

38%

62%
20%

80%
91%

9%

Figure 2
NOTE: Asked of those who say they plan to vote in person in the upcoming election (51% of AZ, NC and FL voters)
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Sun Belt Voices Project (conducted Aug. 29-Sept. 13, 2020). See topline for full question wording.
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A Fair And Accurate Election
About nine in ten voters (92%) in these three states are worried about at least one threat to holding a fair
and accurate presidential election in 2020, and more than half of voters say they are worried about each
of the possible threats provided in the survey. More than half of voters in Arizona, Florida, and North
Carolina are worried that voter suppression (63%), the coronavirus outbreak (61%), voter fraud (58%),
technical problems at polling places (57%), or interference by a foreign country (54%) will interfere with
the 2020 election.

Nine in Ten Sun Belt Voters Are Worried About At Least One
Potential Interference With A Fair And Accurate Election
Percent who say they are very or somewhat worried that each of the following will interfere with a fair and
accurate presidential election in 2020:

Voter suppression

63%

The coronavirus pandemic

61%

Voter fraud

58%

Technical problems at polls or voting places

57%

Interference by a foreign country

54%

Worried about any of these

92%

Figure 3
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Sun Belt Voices Project (conducted Aug. 29-Sept. 13, 2020). See topline for full question wording.

Majorities of voters in each of the states say they are at least “somewhat worried” that each of these will
interfere with the election, and nine in ten are worried about at least one of the potential interferences.
Table 2. Voters In Arizona, Florida, and North Carolina Share Worries Around The 2020
Election
Percent who say they are very or
somewhat worried that each of the
following will interfere with a fair and

Arizona Voters

Florida Voters

62%

62%

North Carolina

accurate presidential election in

Voters

2020:
Voter suppression
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65%

The coronavirus pandemic

59

60

64

Voter fraud

56

59

58

58

58

54

Interference by a foreign country

57

53

56

Worried about any of these (NET):

92

92

93

Technical problems at polls or voting
places

The sources of potential worry around the 2020 election vary across partisans. Larger shares of
Democrats than Republicans say that they are at least somewhat worried that voter suppression (84% v.
44%), foreign interference (77% v. 33%), the coronavirus pandemic (74% v. 51%) and technical problems
at polling locations (66% v. 52%) will interfere with a fair and accurate presidential election.
On the other hand, voter fraud caused by people who are ineligible to vote casting ballots in the election
is a larger worry for Republicans (80%) than Democratic voters (40%) or independent voters (54%).

Large Majorities Of Democrats Are Worried About Voter
Suppression, Most Republicans Are Worried About Voter Fraud
Percent who say they are very or somewhat worried that each of the following will interfere with a fair and
accurate presidential election in 2020:
Democrats
Voter suppression

84%

The coronavirus pandemic

Voter fraud

Technical problems at polls
or voting places
Foreign interference

Independents
61%

74%

Republicans
44%
51%

58%

80%

54%

40%

52%

52%

66%

55%

77%

33%

Figure 4
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Sun Belt Voices Project (conducted Aug. 29-Sept. 13, 2020). See topline for full question wording.

Despite this, majorities of voters – across partisanship – are still confident that the 2020 presidential
election will be held in a fair and accurate way (59% of Arizona voters, and 57% of Florida voters and
N.C. voters) with one in five voters saying they are “very confident” (AZ: 18%, FL: 19%, N.C.: 17%). This
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is consistent across party identification with about six in ten Democrats (59%), Republicans (62%), and
independent voters (56%) saying they are at least somewhat confident that the 2020 election will be fair
and accurate.

Majorities Of Sun Belt Voters Say They Are Confident The 2020
Presidential Election Will Be Held In A Fair And Accurate Way
In general, how confident are you that the 2020 presidential election will be held in a fair and accurate way?
Very confident

Somewhat confident

Arizona

18%

41%

Florida

19%

38%

North Carolina

17%

Not too confident

Not at all confident

30%

40%

31%

12%

32%

11%

50%
Figure 5
SOURCE: KFF/Cook Political Report Sun Belt Voices Project (conducted Aug. 29-Sept. 13, 2020). See topline for full question wording.
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